
                                                                                                                                             

Review of the Father John Breck Book  

"Beyond These Horizons: Quantum Theory and Christian Faith" 

(edited by Dr. Petar Dinić, 2019) 

 

I met Dr. Petar Dinić, a medical doctor and an internationally licensed chiropractor, after his 

return from the US, at the Integrative Medicine Symposium in Belgrade (2006), and then with the 

Academician Vladeta Jerotic I was also the reviewer of his excellent Serbian book By Chiropractic 

to Health (2009), which advocates a holistic approach to the treatment and prevention of spinal 

problems and health in general. In a wider sense, this book dealt with a critical consideration of the 

relationship between the Western reductionist rational-scientific paradigm (based on the advent of 

humanism and renaissance, and the explosive development of physics and other distinctly 

differentiated natural sciences in the last four centuries) and Eastern holistic creative-religious 

paradigm (characteristic of all classical civilizations, with the beginnings of the millennia ago), 

which have been integrating in the past decades with the emergence of transpersonal psychology 

and integrative medicine in the United States and Europe. 

For the next ten years, Dr Dinic and I continued our cooperation through several holistic 

international scientific conferences and professional educations in these areas, with plans for even 

wider holistic promotions. When I was recently asked to carefully read the text and write a review 

for John Breck's book, Above These Horizons: Quantum Theory and Christian Faith, which Dr. 

Dinic organized for its Serbian edition (2019), I was pleased to accept, having in mind the subject 

of the book and many years of my scientific experience in theoretical quantum-holographic 

modeling of interconnectedness of consciousness and psychosomatics and their role in weak non-

treshold energy-information interactions with the environment - with significant psychosomatic-

spiritual and epistemological-cognitive implications (see below the recommended supplementary 

literature).  

Father John Breck, an archpriest and a theologian of the Orthodox Church in America, is 

specialized in the Scriptures and Ethics, and since 1995 he has been the director of the Sanctuary of 

St. Siluan on the Island of Vedmelou, South Carolina, where he has been meeting Dr. Dinic for a 

long time during his work in the US, and afterwards too during his frequent visits to US. After 

moving from Protestant faith to Orthodoxy, Father John performed the missionary duty of an 

Orthodox priest in many places from Alaska to France. The recently completed English text of his 

book, Beyond These Horizons: Quantum Theory and Christian Faith, Father John gave Dr. Dinić to 

organize its Serbian edition, which, thanks to his great engagement, seems to even precede the 

English edition.  

The important discoveries of the non-local (holistic) nature of quantum physics over the past 

decades suggest that everything, beginning with subatomic particles and including star systems and 

conscious human life, emerges from an underlying, transcendent Reality that brings all things from 

non-existence into being through a continuous act of creation. All things, in fact, are essentially 

interconnected in an entangled unity, which obliges us to view the world as a great hologram in 

which every aspect contains information of the Whole. 

This book raises the question of the relationship between that Reality and the Christian 

understanding of God. Written basically in the form of a novel, it begins by offering an overview, in 

lay terms, of quantum theory as it has developed since the early twentieth century. Gradually it lays 

the groundwork for an exploration of the relationship between quantum mechanics and certain key 

aspects of traditional Christian teaching. Its aim is to make clear that our usual conception of God 

and the world, in the words of the English theologian J.B. Phillips, is far “too small.” Properly 

interpreted, quantum theory enables us to see beyond the empirical horizons of the world we live in, 

to perceive the spiritual significance of the Whole, from unimaginably small quantum phenomena 

to the immense galaxy clusters of an ever-expanding universe. As the author stresses, authentic 

Christian faith embraces all realms of Reality, from microcosm to macrocosm, and enables us to 

perceive and appreciate their ultimate source and meaning. 

Dr. Dinić dedicated the Serbian edition of the book to his great teacher and paragon, late 



 

Academician Vladeta Jerotić, who did not succeed to write a preface for this book, but left us 'his 

great enlightenment work, to follow it by growing in spirituality through constant work on 

ourselves'. Therefore, I strongly recommend the book to a wider circle of readers - because it offers 

an unusually inspirational search for holistic paths that connect quantum physics and spirituality - 

pointing to the true need for holistic patterns of behavior, which is certainly a fundamental issue of 

both mental hygiene and spiritual morality (see below the recommended supplementary literature 

too). 

 

Recommended supplementary literature 

 

1. D. Raković, www.dejanrakovicfund.org/prezentacije/presentations/2015_PTPPPA.pdf and refs therein. 
 

2. D. Raković, www.dejanrakovicfund.org/prezentacije/2018_NEUREL.pdf and refs therein. 
 

3. D. Raković, Integrative Biophysics, Quantum Medicine, and Quantum-Holographic Informatics: Psychosomatic-

Cognitive Implications, IASC & IEPSP, Belgrade, 2009; www.dejanrakovicfund.org/knjige/2009-Integ-Biophys-

Quant-Medic.pdf 
 

4. D. Raković, Dj. Koruga, eds., Consciousness: Scientific Challenge of the 21st Century, ECPD, Belgrade, 1995; 

www.dejanrakovicfund.org/books/1995-ECPD-Consciousness.pdf  
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